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LIST OF SYMBOLS
- Mj, = aa + ba 2
(i) UPPER CASE
A  - constant in axial motive force 
B - constant in axial motive force 
C - constant in expression for electron temperature 
D - constant in expression for electron temperature
Ce - constant of proportionality in F ^ o C __e
C - constant of proportionality in F q C __+
- N +
Normalised elec- 
► tron tQTiperature
le/Te(throat)
(C + D/X)
- electron diffusivity: m  /sec.
2
D+ - ion diffusivity: m  /sec.
electric field: newtons/coulomb or volts/m.E
F - radial function in nozzle current solution
Fg - electron flux: electrons/m sec.
2F+ - ion flux: ions/m sec.
2
F. - flux of species i: particles i/m sec.
axial function in nozzle current solutionG
H - constant in radial variation of electron density:
e x p ( e T t +ft+s + + H018)
K - constant in nozzle current solution: G = KX^
L - constant in expression for radial variation of resistivity 
in nozzle n = n ^ d  + L612) ^
M - motive force: newtons/coulomb
M - axial motive force x
M. - radial motive force Ü
iii.
- electron number density: electrons/m3
N+ - ion number density: ions/m3
fh - number density of species i: particles/m3
* An additional subscript f denotes these densities in the freestream. 
Subscript o denotes stagnation values. Subscript t denotes values 
at the throat.
- electron pressure: newtons/m2
P+ - ion pressure: newtons/m2
P^ - partial pressure of species i: newtons/m2
Qj - momentum transfer cross-section of species j
R - constant in simplified expression for electron density
R(X) - axial function in nozzle current solution
T - gas translational temperature: °K
Te - electron temperature: °K
T+ - "ionisation temperature", defined by a+ = const. T+ exp (eT+)
* An additional subscript f denotes these temperatures in the
freestream. Subscript o denotes stagnation values. Subscript t 
denotes values at the throat.
V - electric potential: volts or joules/coulomb
- potential developed across debye layer 
X - normalised axial coordinate in nozzle
vi.
(ii) LOWER CASE
cp specific heat of gas at constant pressure
e -19magnitude of electron charge: 1.6 x 10 coulombs
f - radial function in nozzle current solution
S(v±) - Maxwellian velocity distribution function for particles i
g - axial function in nozzle current solution
h - -34Planck's constant: 6.63 x 10 joules sec
current density due to electron flux: amperes/m2
" " " ion
j net current density: amperes/m2
k - 23Boltzmann's constant: 1.38 x 10 joules/°K
^  - line integral
me
-31mass of electron: 9.11 x 10 kg
m+ " mass of ion
mi " mass of particle, type i
n constant in expression for resistivity: n = t^ X ^O)
P " function describing radial variation of resistivity in 
nozzle
q - constant in nozzle current solution
r axial function in nozzle current solution
s s = R(t+e- 1)
t - normalised radial gas translational temperature: T/ip^
tf normalised axial freestream gas translational temperature:
T*A r o
t - e t = T A  * e e ef
V.
- E: T+/T+f
fcef ~ Lef E Tef/Teo
fc+f ~ fc+f I
II
H
i
[ W f
|_7T mjv - mean thermal velocity: v
w  - exponent in expression for function p(0) 
ze - independent variatiable in ionisation temperature 
z j. -  exponent of X in expression for electron density
(iii) GREEK
a ~ mole fraction of dissociation 
a+ - mole fraction of ionisation
e - constant in expression for ionisation fraction: a+ - 
T+ exp (eT+ )
0 - radial nozzle coordinate
4> - azimuthal nozzle coordinate
n “ resistivity to electrons: ohm.m.
n+ - resistivity to ions: ohm.m.
" resistivity to species i: ohm.m.
p - gas density gm/an3
- gas density in freestream
\p - constant in expression for gas density: p^ = const.
const.
exp (ij>tf)
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ABSTRACT
The electric potential generated by the action of a hypersonic 
nozzle flow plasma is obtained theoretically by use of gas transport 
theory and three dimensional circuit theory* The theoretical treatment 
requires a knowledge of electron temperature and density as well as 
of heavy particle conditions throughout the nozzle plasma in order to 
solve the equations defining the current density flow field in tire 
nozzle, given boundary conditions along the nozzle wall.
Plasma conditions are computed and measured, and theoretical 
values of potential in terms of these plasma conditions are compared 
with values measured using air flowing hypersonically in a nozzle driven 
by a shock tube.
vii.
INTRODUCTION
Research into controlled nuclear fusion and cormercial power 
generation through plasm technology has fostered the development of 
advanced theory of charge transport under the influence of electro­
motive forces applied externally to the plasm, and concurrently, the 
improvement of plasm diagnostic techniques necessary to investigate 
the physics and chemistry of plasms, to verify plasm theory, and to 
measure the performance of plasm devices.
The electromotive forces intrinsic to the plasm itself have not 
been so widely studied, being usually of smaller magnitude than the 
applied electromotive forces. Consequently, in response to the 
intrinsic electromotive forces, the behaviour of the plasm as a 
closed, three-dimensional electrical system, with coexisting active and 
passive circuit elements controlling the flow of charge is not well 
understood. The description of such a system proves interesting as an 
electrodynamic problem, but also has practical application in plasm 
research, where m n y  diagnostic techniques suffer from electrical inter­
ference generated by the action of the plasm under measurement.
Both in aerodynamic and plasma experimentation, piezo-electric 
crystals, widely employed in measuring static pressure and pitot pressure, 
exhibit serious disturbance from capacitive coupling between the exposed 
crystal surface and the plasm which activates it. Insulating the 
crystal surface can only depress the disturbance at the expense of out­
put signal rise time, strength, and linearity. Heat-transfer gauges 
used to analyse surface heating under conditions of high speed flight, 
being exposed electrical devices, likewise are susceptible to electrical
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interference. Langmuir probe measurements of ion and electron collec­
tion current, which largely depend on the sheath between the electrode 
surface and the surrounding plasma, are sensitive to the magnitude of, 
and fluctuations in the potential existing in that plasma. All of 
these devices would operate more reliably if the electrical interference 
on them could be minimised, or at least accounted for.
In this study, the hypersonic nozzle flow plasma is treated as a 
three-dimensional electric circuit by using gas transport theory and 
extended circuit theory. The predictions of this treatment are com­
pared with experimental measurements made in a nozzle flow with electric 
probes chosen to suit conditions in a flowing plasma. Conclusions 
arising from the comparison may lead to the improvement of seme diag­
nostic techniques. They support the applicability of plasma circuit 
theory, and suggest further study of the transient behaviour of 
plasmas.
CHAPTER I CHARGE MOTION IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
Plasmas are not only capable of conducting electricity in 
response to an applied electromotive force, but generally contain 
gradients in temperature and charge density, which are literally 
e.m.f.'s in themselves. They supplement the electric flux of any 
imposed e.m.f. drives, and simultaneously generate an electric field, 
which integrates to an electric potential. The potential generated 
in a hypersonic nozzle flew by gradients in electron temperature and 
density is the subject of this thesis.
(a) THE GENERALISED OHM'S LAW
Charge transport in Plasmas is treated by Spitzer and others 
with a momentum transfer equation, in which momentum acquired between 
collisions by forces selectively active on ions and electrons in the 
plasma is transferred by collisions to the plasma as a whole. The 
rate at which momentum is transferred to the plasma is directly pro­
portional to its resistance to electric flux. The result obtained 
by solving together the transfer equations for ions and electrons is 
the Generalised Ohm's LawT (Delcroix, p. 234 ff) which reduces to the 
microscopic Ohm's Lav;, E = nj* when all forces but electrical ones 
are removed.
This is a macroscopic, or phenomenological method, in which 
average expressions are chosen for quantities such as thermal velocity 
and collisional rate. Milloy and Robson in their appendix show that 
the momentum transfer approach is an approximation to charge transport 
when charges have a thermal velocity distribution, and move according 
to the Boltzmann equation.
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It is equally valid to regard the transport of any species i, 
charged or neutral, through a gas as a process in which averaging 
over collisions and free paths, forces driving the species through 
the gas are balanced against those retarding their motion. A simple 
Newtonian equation for the average motion of a unit mass of species i 
through a resistive medium can be written. In the case of a species
i moving under its own partial pressure gradient, appendix (1-1) shows 
how the equation of average motion gives a direct relationship between 
thermal and normal (density) diffusion coefficients, and how it com­
pares with Fick's Law when temperature as well as density gradients 
are operative. It also shows that when the diffusing species are 
charged, the equation of motion becomes the Generalised Ohm's Law.
Thus is established approximate parity between gas diffusion theory 
and charge transport theory in plasmas. The appendix also explains 
the application of the term "motive force", M, to the expression
VP /eN . er e
If there are no external e.m.f.'s active on the plasma, the 
Generalised Ohm's Law is,
E + M = nj/ and the transport of charge and the generation of 
electric field by the motive force is demonstrated in two extreme 
cases:
(i) In relatively highly conducting regions of a plasma 
(n small) where there are strong electron pressure 
gradients, nj <<M and E - -M.
(ii) In relatively highly resistive regions of a plasma,
(n high) where electron pressure gradients are weak, 
nj >>M, and E = nj (Ohm's Law).
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Between these two extreme cases, generation of electric field, 
and resistive dissipation take place simultaneously in a ratio deter­
mined by the properties of the whole system, or plasma electric 
circuit. Plasma circuitry is the subject of section (c).
However, we can clarify the "generation" of electric field by 
M. A principal feature in deriving E = -M + nj is the predominant 
mobility of electrons over ions in the plasma, the resistivity for 
electron flow being 235 times less than that for N0+ ions in air. 
Consequently, electrons contribute almost all of the current when both 
ions and electrons experience the same motive force. Indeed, the 
Generalised Ohm's Law is the equation of average motion for electrons 
only, in steady flux. If positive species in a medium were as 
mobile as negative species, as is the case in some electrolytes, both 
would respond with equal fluxes to a partial pressure (osmotic pressure) 
gradient, and no net current would flew. But if excess electron flux 
occurs, electrons will not flow into any control volume in the medium 
at the same rate as they are driven out, so that an inequality charge 
will appear (Sonin, p.20), the electric field of which automatically 
retards or accelerates the electrons to render the electron flux into 
the control volume equal to the electron flux out of it. This is a 
condition imposed by charge conservation. The inequality charge is 
produced by inequalities between electron and ion densities many
orders of magnitude lower than a measurable fraction of total electron
★or ion density.
20 3* Typically, we deal with plasmas containing 10 electrons/metre .
A departure of from N+ to significant fraction of this pro­
duces electric fields rising to order 10^ n/m in 1 an.
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The net result is that M drives electrons through the plasma, 
and their motion is regulated by a space-charge field so that flux 
continuity, and virtual charge neutrality are satisfied. Nothing 
further can be derived about the local field or flux without rela­
ting it to the rest of the system of which it is a part.
(b) AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION
Ambipolar Diffusion may be regarded as a special case of 
electron flux regulation. Many plasmas are contained symmetrically 
within boundaries near which electron and ion pressure gradients 
drive both species to the wall where they recombine - a "catalytic 
wall". Electron flux cannot exceed ion flux without creating mas­
sive fields at the boundary, since the plasma would be quickly drained 
of electrons. Electrons are tied to the ions by the space charge 
field, the ions are pulled towards the wall by the electrons, roughly 
doubling the ionic flux. In appendix (1-2), I show how the equation 
of motion gives the result, obtained otherwise by Sonin (p. 20) and 
Cambel (p. 181), that ionic flux is roughly doubled under ambipolar 
conditions, and how the equation expresses the effect of a thermal 
gradient on the value of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient.
(c) GEOMETRICAL CIRCUIT THEORY
The equation of charge motion, in which electric and resistive 
forces are balanced against the motive force, M for a steady flux is 
equally applicable if M refers to any force active on charges in the 
plasma, such as those produced by a changing magnetic field, pressure 
gradients, or combinations of both. In fact the equation describes 
steady charge transport in any medium to which we can assign a resis­
tivity, n, and a motive force, M. Appendix (1-3) applies the equa­
tion of charge motion to a simple electric circuit in order to show
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that 0E. ds = 0 irrespective of what agency is effecting charge 
motion. The same result can be argued on the basis of electric 
potential energy conservation.
Electric circuits are linear systems, fully defined by line 
integrals around them. Plasmas are three-dimensional bodies with 
motive and resistive forces coexisting, contained within walls which 
set their gaseous and electrical boundary conditions. Unless per­
fectly symmetrically contained (the ambipolar flux condition) they 
represent the most general type of electric circuit - except for the 
property that their negative charges are vastly more mobile than 
their positive charges.
If we wish to know the electric potential throughout a plasma, 
knowing electron density and temperature throughout, which define the 
motive force geometry, we must also know the electric flux geometry 
in order to use the integral of the charge motion equation to calcul­
ate potential geometry:
P P P
V = -/E.ds = /M.ds - /n j .ds (V)
p wall wall wall
potential at 
any point, p
We assume the wall potential is known, as in the case of an 
earthed, metal wall, and that n is given from known gas and plasma 
conditions through established expressions, such as Spitzer's free 
path expression. Appendix (1-4) obtains the Stokes' and Gaussian 
transforms of the line integral and charge conservation equations 
respectively. These obtained are differential geometrical equations, 
and have a general solution defining flux geometry, in which the con­
stants of integration are specified by the application of the line
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integral around, and the surface integral over boundaries of the elec­
trical system in question. The system of equations is:
These equations describe any three-dimensional electric circuit.
(d) THE DEBYE LAYER
The physics of the plasma boundary is a vital part of the elec­
trical system, for it is along the boundary that the line integral is 
taken in solving the flux geometry. The boundary of the electrical 
system is not the wall itself, but the debye layer adjacent to the wall, 
generally less them one mean free path thick.
Plasma containing walls are often metal, sane times glass, and in 
most cases, catalytic. Any ions reaching the wall recombine there,
returning as neutrals. We assume ion and electron density approach
zero at the wall, firstly in the gas boundary layer near the wall due 
to cooling, and due to diffusion to the wall, and secondly at the wall
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due to recombination.
The debye layer generates its own potential perpendicular to 
the wall, as the thermal kinetic energy of those electrons approach­
ing the wall is changed into electric potential energy of the space- 
charge field, which field is necessary to return, or reflect electrons
back into the plasma. If they were not turned back into the plasira,
*the electron random flux to the wall exceeding the random ion wall flux, 
would quickly drain the near wall plasma of electrons, leaving a rel­
atively large positive charge there - which would stifle any further 
electron wall flux. This is the same case as for ambipolar diffusion. 
The debye layer may be considered an ambipolar border to the plasma.
An important boundary condition imposed on plasmas contained by 
metal walls is that electrons can flow to, but not fron a metal wall 
without thermionic emission, impact excitation, or photoelectric 
emission. If there are means by which free electrons are injected 
into the plasma, their random flux to the wall is still limited by a 
nearly ambipolar field at the boundary, because electrons cannot flow 
through many mean free paths of plasma at the rate they are emitted 
across the one mean free path at the catalytic wall. Consequently, 
the debye potential, and the ambipolar boundary field remain virtually 
unchanged.
In appendix (1-5) is obtained an expression for the debye poten­
tial with a Maxwellian electron thermal velocity distribution near the 
wall. The potential at any point in the plasma is then relative to 
the debye potential at the debye edge, set above the wall potential 
by the space-charge field.
* Flux to wall = v as in appendix (1—1)4 ew ew ^
(e) THE DEPLETION LAYER
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It is not immediately obvious that potential at the plasma boundary 
does not match the potential generated across the debye layer if the 
motive force and the electric resistivity are everywhere independent 
of the potential they jointly generate in the equation:
V = -/M.ds + /nj.ds,
given knowledge of j from the solution of the equations 
VxM = Vxnj, v.j = 0.
In practice it happens that the physical boundaries of the plasma set 
physical boundary conditions that are apparently independent of the 
electrical boundary conditions, and we must look for a means of coupling 
between the two if we are to satisfy all boundary conditions.
The debye layer is an effect of a discontinuity between a gas and 
a solid wall. It does not actively couple the gas to the wall. The 
argument for the existence of a "depletion layer" is best given in the 
nozzle electric flux solution (chapter II) where the potential along 
the debye layer matches that generated by the motive force and current 
density along the boundary only if there is seme modification of the 
motive force and resistivity near the wall by the wall. It is proposed 
that ion flux to the wall is regulated by the electric field near the 
wall so to monitor the ion (and electron) density profile to a shape 
that will set the motive force and resistivity to satisfy boundary
conditions.
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CHAPTER II ELECTRIC POTENTIAL IN THE HYPERSONIC NOZZLE
For the purposes of this study, the Hypersonic Nozzle in oper­
ation is a cone containing a plasma axially and radially graded in 
strength. Axial gradients are determined by the non-equilibrium 
chemistry of the expansion process, and radial gradients by gas con­
ditions in the boundary layer, which mates the mainstream of gas 
(the "freestream") to wall conditions.
The stagnation reservoir of gas feeding into the nozzle is a gas 
body continuous with the nozzle in gas conditions, boundary conditions, 
and therefore in electric potential, although discontinuous with the 
nozzle geometry, as in Fig. (2-1).
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The stagnation conditions, and consequent nozzle freestream conditions 
have been computed by McIntosh (Ph.D. Thesis, 1971) for the Australian 
National University shock tubes.
Solving for the current density geometry in the nozzle plasma is 
a preliminary to finding the potential therein, and begins with a 
specification of the motive force vector throughout the plasma.
(a) MOTIVE FORCE GEOMETRY
VPThe motive force, M = e/eN^, is a function of electron temperature 
and density, and we must give these two quantities an analytical expression 
that is reasonably valid in the freestream, through the boundary layer, 
and at the wall for all values of X, in order that the motive force be 
integrable from the wall at any X, and also in order that an analytical 
solution for the current density field in the nozzle may be found. The 
partial differential equations defining the current density field are 
coupled in such a way that is incompatible with solution by computer 
techniques.
(i) Electron Temperature
In nitrogen and carbon dioxide nozzle flows, Dunn and Lordi, 
and Dunn respectively find measured values of electron temperature to be 
substantially above the gas translational temperature, consistent with 
the expectation that electron temperature be closer to vibrational gas 
temperature when non-equilibrium exists. We can specify the gas trans­
lational temperature throughout the nozzle as in the analysis given in 
appendix (2-1). Fig. (2-2) shows the computed results of this analysis. 
From these results, we can see vibrational freezing ensues before much 
viscous heating in the boundary layer occurs, and thus we expect the gas 
vibrational temperature, and similarly the electron temperature not to
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exhibit the rise characteristic of the gas translational temperature in 
the boundary layer near: the nozzle exit, but to fall monotonically to 
the wall for all X. By reference to the computed variation of the free- 
stream gas temperature, T^, with X, we may conveniently represent the 
freestream electron temperature as,
T r: = T t r: (The subscript c refers to stagnation conditions) ei eo ei
= (C +°A)
from the throat downstream with X. T = 0.97 T at the throat wheree eo
X = 1, so C + D = 0.97. C could then be chosen to give T ^ the best fit 
to the computed gas vibrational temperature, but since exact equality of 
gas vibrational and electron temperature is not established, we will allow 
C to take a range of values around gas vibrational temperature value.
Over most of the nozzle length downstream from the throat, the nozzle 
boundary layer will behave as a zero pressure gradient boundary layer, and 
it m y  be assumed that electron temperature, with no X-dependent viscous 
increase, has a similar profile across the boundary layer for all values 
of X.
= T t .(X)t (6) eo ef e
= T (C + D/x) (1 + E 0 + F 0 ) (1 )
where the powers of 0 in the form 1 + E^O6 + F^©12 are chosen by comparison 
with the powers of 0 in the expression for gas temperature derived in 
appendix (2-1). The values of the constants E^ and can be chosen to 
define the desired profile.
Equation (1) provides us with the necessary analytical expression for 
electron temperature throughout the nozzle.
(ii) Electron Density
In Dunn and Lordi's study of carbon dioxide and nitrogen nozzle flows,
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an expression for the reverse reaction rate coefficient, k = aT 
(where a and b are constants) is used to predict the electron density 
axially in the free stream, from the reactions 
N + N -<tr— N£+ + e in nitrogen
— k + — —and C + e —«— r—  c + e + e ,
, _ in carbon dioxide
C + 0 *<— ^r—  CO + e
These reactions principally effect the deionisation process in the two 
gases.
The authors assume that the temperature which determines the 
value of the rate coefficient, k , is the electron temperature. Suit­
able choice of the constant a gives a reaction coefficient which predicts 
electron densities agreeing with experiment.
However in air, the principle path for deionisation is through a 
chain of reactions, the first member of which,
NO — NO + e +
(where(3)is a third body) proceeds at a rate proportional to electron 
concentration, and inversely proportional to the concentration of NO, 
the latter concentration depending on the rate at which the NO popul­
ation is depleted by ether reactions proceeding under non-equilibrium 
conditions. The freestrearn conditions in air computed by McIntosh 
fran the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory's Nozzle Flow Program (Lordi 
et. al., 1965) include a freestream electron density obtained by using 
deionisation rate coefficients set at the translational gas temperature. 
Now we know that electron temperature in nozzle flows of air is above 
gas translational temperature, but we do not know what electron and ion 
densities follow from such a situation, without adjustments to the 
nozzle flow program - adjustments which are beyond the scope of this
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thesis. We shall state the probable limits on electron and ion 
density. If the chain of reactions controlling the rate of deionis­
ation were dominated by a reaction proceeding at a rate depending on 
gas translational temperature, then we should find electron and ion 
density similar to McIntosh's computed values. If the reaction chain 
were dominated by a reaction proceeding at a rate depending on gas 
vibrational, or electron temperature, then we should expect a higher 
value for electron and ion density. If both types of reactions were 
important in the reaction chain, we should expect a value between the 
above two. Let us therefore define an "ionisation temperature", T , 
by the relation
a, = const. T exp (eT ) ........  (2)» +  +
*
where a+ is the molar concentration of ions in the gas. T+ does not rep­
resent any real temperature; it simply enables us to express the 
ionisation fraction for a series of reactions which, taken as a whole, 
show a dependence on both gas translational and electron temperature. 
The constant e is fixed by letting T+ have the value of gas transla­
tional temperature when a+ is McIntosh's computed value. This expres­
sion fits a+ to the computed values to within 50% for all X.
If T+ is increased to the supposed value of electron temperature, 
then a+ will increase to values corresponding to electron temperature. 
Of course, the absolute value of electron density given by this expres­
sion is at best representative, but the profile across the boundary 
layer will show a rise for gas temperature-type deionisation, and a 
monotonic fall for electron temperature-type deionisation. It will 
shew smaller rises for deionisation increasingly dependent on gas 
vibrational, or electron temperature. These variations will have a
* i.e. in moles/gm
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direct effect on the motive force in the boundary layer, and consequently 
on the theoretical electric potential, which may then be compared with 
experimental profiles.
Next, we find the mass density in the freestream is well repres­
ented by the relation
pf oC exp. (htf)
where t is a constant chosen to match given by this expression to the
Tcomputed values, and t^ = /T in the freestream. Across most of the 
boundary layer we have assumed constant static pressure, so that the gas 
density is approximately inversely proportional to gas temperature for a 
frozen boundary layer (in which diffusing species recombine at a catalytic 
wall) and also for one allowing recombination near the wall as well as at
it.
Thus, throughout the flow, the normalised density is
p/pQ = exp(Ytf)/t
where t = T/T^, and therefore t^t = T/T .
Then the electron and ion number density is
-3N = N = pa N cm (N = Avogadro's Number) e + ' A
= const. exp (eTQt+£t+ + H't^ ) .....  (3)
where t+^ = T+^/T and therefore t+^t+ = T^/T^
This expression will subsequently be used to compute the electron 
density throughout the nozzle, and the results are shown in fig (2-3) 
including the effects of a depletion layer. For the purpose of computing, 
the expressions
and
(tf + + ze>
(t + z te)/(l + z )
will be used, vhere zQ may be varied from zero to a large value, giving 
T+ values between gas translational, and electron temperature.
(t^ and t are the normalised gas temperatures obtained frcm comput­
ing the value of T from expression for T in appendix (2-1) ) .
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We expect the exponential variation with temperature to dominate 
the linear dependence in equation (3) and we approximate the term t+/t 
to unity. Note that t+= t when the ions are in equilibrium with gas 
temperature. Then
18N - const, exp (eT t.^t, + H't^  + H0 ) ....  (4)e ^ o +f + f
18where H0 is shown later to be a reasonable form for the reduction of 
electron density due to ionic diffusion to the wall. 0is the normalised 
radial co-ordinate.
Equation (4) provides an expression for electron density in 
terms of known nozzle temperatures. H is yet to be given a value.
(iii) Motive Force.
With the expressions for electron temperature and density given 
in equation (1) and (4) above, we are able to write the axial motive 
force, M asA
kA + (VO 3Ne3X
and the radial motive force, M q as
‘e/eN
X30
o/e [ "e + (tefte/Ne) Ü k l' ' Y 3  A JX30 X 0
because t ^ is independent of 0. Substituting for N^, with kTQ/€
0.98 - 1.0 at experimental conditions,
M n - t . 8te + t -t (t £T 9t+ + 18 H017)ef —Trm e f e  +£ o30 30
In this form, M fl is integrable along a radius, and may be integrated
fron the edge of the debye layer to any point in the plasma as required 
by the equation (V) of chapter (I) in calculating the potential geometry.
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P P P  
(V = -/E.ds = /M.ds - /nj.ds)
^ wall wall wall
Solution of the current density flow field in the nozzle will be
facilitated if we are able to simplify the motive force vectors M and Mx 0
to enable a solution in compounds of separable variables to be found.
Vie have seen that it is reasonable to represent the electron temperature
as a function in separable variables throughout the nozzle. Electron
density cannot be so well represented with a similar profile for all x
unless ionisation temperature is close to electron temperature which falls
monotonically through the boundary layer. However, there are two
reasons for allowing an expression in separable variables for electron
P
density: (i) The resistive dissipation, /nj.ds in equation (V) due to
wall
electric current contributes a small part of the resulting potential 
measured at any point in the nozzle. This is shown in the evaluation 
of the resistive dissipation after the current solution has been obtained, 
(ii) The solution also shows that an ionisation temperature having a 
contribution from gas temperature, which, in the boundary layer, rises 
above freestream temperature similarly for all x has a small effect on 
the overall current flow field in the nozzle.
Thus, we put
Neonef(X)ne (6)
N X Zf exp (R(ta. -1) + H918) eo +0 '
where t+  ^= 1 + E66 + F612. The constants E = (E^ + zeEe)/'(l + z^) and 
F = (F^ + zj?^)/(l + zj give t Q the same proportions of gas and electrone e
temperature as t in the non-separable expression for t+ which is based 
on normalised gas temperature, obtained in appendix (2-1), and electron
temperature radial profile defined as in equ. (1) . E and F are chosen9 9
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to define a radial profile in gas translational temperature
ge
6 12 
1 + F 0 + F 0g g
matching that obtained in appendix (2-1) near the nozzle exit. H918 
provides for a near wall depletion in electron density. The varia­
tion X zf gives a representative decay for electron density agreeing 
to within 50% of McIntosh's freestream calculations when z^ =-5.0
Then we put z^ = -5.0 + 4.5C (0.42ze )^ 
giving the expression for Ng in (5) a representative form for the 
decay of electron density in the freestream allowing for ionisation 
temperature varying between gas temperature and electron temperature. 
This gives satisfactory comparison with results fron the working 
expression for in equation (4).
Substituting the expressions for T^ and (equations (1) and 
(5)) in separable variables, we now get M^ and M Q in separable variable 
form:
kT
M  = --— i0 e x (C + D/x> + te (R + 18H017)] ......  <6>
and
C r- -Ir [ A/x + B/x2]
where A  = z^C and B = ( z ^ - l ) D i n  the freestream and boundary layer,
(b) RESISTIVITY IN THE T-2 NOZZLE 
In the relation
D. ezN.
1 —where = -j v^A, we may put A = VE N.Q. which accounts for collisions 
1 1 j=l ^ 1
of the species i with all the other N components of the gas. The momen­
tum transfer cross-sections, Q. are functions of temperature. Thus,
% DT. EN.Q.
1 j J 3
'i «— 8
9^km. f e2N.
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which is Spitzer's free path expression. The factor 9 tt changes 
for different approximations to D^. Simpler expressions for resis- 
tivity are not suitable for the hypersonic nozzle because (i) charge- 
charge collisions occur to neither adominant nor to a negligible extent 
compared to charge-neutral collisions in almost all of the nozzle flow, 
(ii) the nozzle is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. The term EN.Q.
j 3 J
accounts for electron-electron and electron-ion collisions with 
strongly temperature-dependent cross-sections, as well as for collis­
ions between electrons and neutrals, for which the collision cross 
section is nearly constant over the range of temperature relevant here, 
according to refs. (1, 12, 17, 23, 25).
Plotting calculated from the above expression against X for 
computed gas conditions, we find - n^X1 •8, where nt = resistivity 
at the throat. If we allow the ionisation temperature to vary, and 
use representative analytical expressions for electron and neutral 
density in the freestream, with average cross-sections, we find the 
approximate relation
holds, and that 1.8<n < 2.0 - nearly constant, mainly due to the fact 
that with ionisation temperature higher than gas translational tempera­
ture, a slower rate of deionisation down the nozzle, giving a relatively 
larger value of at any X, is compensated by a slower decay in 
importance of charge-charge collisions at any X. Added to the fact 
that the term nj tends to remain steady under variations of n, because 
j is primarily proportional to Vn/ the resistive dissipation, nj, is 
fairly insensitive to the variation of n.
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As explained in (c), it is convenient to express the radial 
variation of n across the nozzle boundary layer as
n/nf  = V (1  + Le12).
Although this is a purely empirical expression, we relate it to the 
boundary gas conditions and electron density along the debye edge by 
using the free path expression. With ~ constant for all but 
electron-electron, ion-electron collisions which become of secondary 
importance through the boundary layer, we have
n = 2.5 x 1011 T^Q.ZN. e + 1 3
and E N . - Nneutra^ • which is proportional to at constant pressure 
1/ %Thus ne oC N^T , as given in simpler theories of resistivity,
and ew N . %ew t 2 ——  ew
-1 1/(1 + L) .
Then n which is a critical quantity in the solution below does have ew
a value consistent with the rest of the theory. In particular, it 
relates to the degree of depletion of at the wall, which makes the 
boundary gas highly resistive to any net flux to the wall.
The expression V (1 + L612) does not include a possible reduction 
in n if the boundary layer is ionised by heating. This is not critical, 
because a characteristic of current flow fields in three-dimensional 
conductors is that j is highest where n is least, as pointed out pre­
viously. This means nj tends to constancy, and nj2 , the power dissi­
pation per unit volume, is maximum. With higher resistivity in the 
boundary layer than there should be, the current there will be depressed, 
but nj will not be primarily affected. The important factor is that n 
ultimately increases toward the walls, where the crucial boundary
20.
conditions are operative.
(c) SOLUTION FOR ELECTRIC FLUX IN THE FREESTREAM AND BOUNDARY 
LAYER
In the equations (B) and (C) of Chapter I,
VxM = Vxnj 
and V.j = o,
we shall use the expressions for M and n derived in sections (a) and 
(b) above to find an analytical form for nj by solving these equations.
In the freestream and boundary layer, M is defined by equations (6) 
and (7). So,
VxM = 1 I 9 f " 9 Mv 1
■ X sin 9 [Jx K e/ 30 *  J
X sin 0
-Adt
dO
+ Dt ds
L x
/ \ Zrr S IQ
defining s as R t+Q - 1J, so that N^ = N ^ X  £e .HO is deliberately
emitted at this stage, as it is not important in the freestream. and 
boundary layer.
Regarding VxM as
X sin 0
fn. of 0 + fn. of 0 ,
we require Vxnj, to which VxM is equal, to have the same form. In order 
that this be so, the components of Vxni, 9 l Xnj  ^and 9 njv , musta x ' 0/ Je x
both have the form
fn. of 0 + fn. of 0 + fn. of X and 0, the latter term disappearing
X X2
when 9 Xnjn and 9 njy
8X ü 80
vxnj = i r a
X sinJ_ [MXnje)m  0 I 9X v 7 - 9 nj,
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So we put, in general
_8
8XHe) f3(0) + f?(0) +F!(0,X)X X2
80 X
dgi (0) + dg?(0) + F 1(0,X)
d0 d0
(n = ne from here on)
Let us assume for the moment that Fj can be taken as a function
of separable variables: Fj = F(0)G(X). f3, f2, gi, g2 are functions
yet to be found frcm the solution of the equations (B) and (C).
Integrating the above two equations,
Xnj0 = f3ünX - f2 + F/G.dX + f1 (0)
~X
where fi is a fn. of (0 only) frcm the partial integration, 
n j = f3 JinX - f^ + F/G.dX + fjL
X x2 X X
njv - 9i + 92 + G/F.d0 + g3 (X)A
X x2
where gi is a fn. of (X only) fron partial integration.
The term g3 contributes to njv a component constant across the nozzle: 
a net flux out of or into the exit of the nozzle. We assume that most 
of any net flux in the nozzle terminates on the walls of the nozzle (or 
on those of the dump tank close to the nozzle exit), because the plasma 
weakens after exhausting frcm the exit, and becomes non-conductive. With 
this assumption, g3 = 0.
Now we substitute these expressions for njQ and njx into equation
n 12
(C) of Chapter I, V.j = 0, with n = /(1 + L0 ). For azimuthal
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uniformity, and small 0(0 = 15°), V.j = 0 can be written:
2jv + X3j = - j - 3 j
30
We find
2jx +X3jx (1 - n)gjp - ng2p + 2pG/F.d0
+ Xp/F.d0 i d G - nG\ 1 dX X J
and
+
90
1
X11
£nX f f3p + d(f3p)\ 1 /f2p + d(f3p)
X2\ 0 d0
+ /G.dX / Fp + d(Fp)\+ 1 / fjp + dlfip)'
X \ 0  d 0 / X I 0 d0
We equate the coefficients of 1 and 1 on the L.H.S. and R.H.S., and
—  2, . . X Xobtain
pgj (n - 1) = fiP + d (fiP)
-ng2p
d0
f2p + d (f2p)
d0
The remainder of the equality gives
(10)
X(2 - n) + X d G  = ~/Fp + d(Fp)’ 
dX V 0 d0
/G.dX p/F.d0
- £nX /f3p + d(f3p)
X V 0
/F.d0
The L.H.S. is a fn. of (X only), and the R.H.S. can be a fn. of X
only if Fp + d(Fp) = 0, so that
0 d0
p/F.d0
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Fp = £n. const., which violates the boundary condition that 
0
j = 0 along the axis of an axisynmetric flew field.
The only other way the reminder of V.j = 0 can be satisfied is for
each side to be constant, and for the R.H.S. of the remainder to be
constant, both terms must be a fn. of (0 only). This cannot be achieved
by putting /G.dX = £nX, for it violates the L.H.S.. The only alternative
is f =0. Then we are left with 
3
2
X(2-n)G + X dG = - Fp + d(Fp) = x (const.)
dX ~0 d0
/G.dX p/F.d0 ...................  (11)
We shall put n = const, across the boundary layer: p = 1, initially. 
So,
X2G" + X (4-n)G* + ((2-n) +X)G = 0
which has a solution
G = KX^, where g depends on n and X 
and 02F" + 0F' + (+ x02 - 1)F = 0
which has a solution when F is a Bessel Function. The case when FG is 
F^(0, X) will be discussed when applying boundary conditions using the 
results obtained for FG.
Now we substitute equations (9) and (10) and the expression for FG
back into VxM = Vxnj (although, of course FG is eliminated in Vxnj), and
equate the coefficients of 1 and 1 in the resulting equation.
X X2
Fron the substitution we get
(i) fran (9), g = AT^ + c^ where c^ is the constant of integration.
Thus f p + df p = (n - 1) (At + c )p ............  (13)1 l e g
~ Q ~  d0
p having been defined as 1 + L012. Then a solution for f p is a series,
l
f p = b 0 + b07 + b 013 + b 019 + b 025
1 1  13 19 25
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in which the b's are equated to the appropriate terms on the R.H.S. of 
(13). Note that c is as yet undefined.
(ii) From (10), f - dg = - (B + D)dt - Dt ds ........  (14)
2 2  ' e e do
dO dO
w q 1 2  w q 1 2In equation 10 let p be e . e has a profile almost identical 
to (1 + LO12) \  and is an equally representative form with which to 
express the rise in resistivity to the wall, w is defined by putting 
ew = (1 + L), so that p has the same value at the boundary for both 
expressions.
The expressions for f and g , f and g , F and G provide a generall 1 2  2
solution for electric flux in the nozzle to be determined by the boundary 
conditions.
The procedure of solution until this point may be taken as a general 
approach to solving equations (B) and (C) for electric flux within fluid 
boundaries. It may be summarised as: find general forms for the
components of nj from VxM = Vxnj, substitute these into V.j = 0, and the 
resulting relations substitute back into VxM = Vxnj. Frcm here the method 
becomes specific to the particular problem, though the boundary problem 
encountered later in this study is an example of a general condition.
(d) COUPLING THE FREESTREAM - BOUNDARY LAYER SOLUTION TO THE 
DEBYE LAYER
Boundary conditions over the nozzle walls cannot be treated 
independently frcm those over the stagnation walls, because the stag­
nation region, and the nozzle plasma are electrically continuous through 
the throat. Let us therefore consider the physical conditions at the 
stagnation boundary in relation to the downstream boundary: i.e. the
nozzle walls.
Except near the throat, the stagnation plasma is ideally uniform 
radially and axially, and should have uniform boundaries across which
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ions and electrons diffuse in ambipolar fashion. The contact sur­
face between the helium driver gas and the stagnation slug may be 
relatively cool, but electron-rich with ionised iron contaminant from 
the canpression tube diaphragm and shock tube walls. Ambipolar 
diffusion to the contact surface may be the predominant charge trans­
port process. This model is complicated by streams of driver gas 
flowing along the shock tube walls through the bifurcated foot of the 
reflected shock and into the stagnation gas. (Davies and Wilson,
1969). However, it is sufficient to say that whatever potential is 
developed across the stagnation boundary, current density, and electron 
pressure gradient at and near the throat combine to tailor the stag­
nation potential to the nozzle potential: the electron flux into and
out of the stagnation region through the throat free stream and boun­
dary layer is free to take whatever geometry is necessary to merge 
stagnation potential into nozzle potential.
Photoemission and impact excitation of electrons from the metal 
walls around the stagnation region may provide a means of injecting 
electrons into the nozzle plasma, allowing a net flux of electrons to 
the nozzle walls equal to that fron the stagnation walls. Logan 
(Ph.D. thesis, 1972) has studied the radiant power outflux from the 
stagnation slug, and has concluded that its borders are optically 
opaque to the radiation generated in the slug. However, estimates 
of photoelectric emission flux due to black body radiation at half the 
stagnation temperature suggest we cannot ignore the photoelectric flux 
in comparison to the nozzle flux. The same is true of the rate of 
electron excitation from the walls due to impact by gas molecules. 
Consequently the analytical solution for the nozzle current density 
must allow for net, or nil electron flux to the nozzle walls. It is
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assumed that no electrons are emitted from the nozzle walls, because 
the gas temperature quickly drops to below 5000°K, below which tem­
perature photoelectric emission rate is estimated to be negligible 
compared to the flux of free electrons through the nozzle plasma.
(i) Solution for no net flux from the stagnation region to
Since free electrons cannot emerge from the nozzle walls, and 
the electron wall flux is then restricted to the ion wall flux, we
We must also satisfy another boundary condition: VXE = o at the 
wall. If we know electron temperature at the edge of the debye layer 
(as we have proposed) then the potential developed across the debye
C-,, and the first o of the Bessel Fn. F can be chosen to set j_ = o 
at the wall, but the line integral along the debye layer, and through 
the plasma body ((£), in diagram) is not zero in this case. This
the nozzle walls.
layer is about 3 or 4 times kTed (appendix (1-5)). Values for c , . 9e
means there is a disparity between the debye potential and the potential 
in the gas along the edge of the debye layer as given by the solution 
of section (c). i.e. VXE =^o along the edge of the debye layer.
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It is clear that the matching of the solution in section (c) to 
conditions along the edge of the debye layer must be examined in more 
detail.
We have shown (appendix (1-5)) that the flux of ions to the wall 
across the debye layer is the flux to the edge of the debye layer fed by th( 
debye field; it results in a flux of approximately for electron
temperature close to ion temperature. An equilibrium is reached when 
the flux of ions across the debye layer to the wall is equalled by the 
production rate of ions at the debye edge plus the diffusive influx of 
ions fron the nearby plasma. If the production rate is sufficient to 
maintain an equilibrium population of ions at the edge of the debye 
layer against the flux to the wall, then there is no means of matching 
potentials, because the ion and electron density are everywhere inde­
pendent of the flux in the plasma. Equilibrium at the debye edge 
seems unlikely, because ions pass across 1 mean free path to the 
wall (A ) in one collision time (A^/v^) , while equilibrium is attained 
through many collisions, requiring many collision times. It is likely 
that the ion wall flux is limited by flux into the debye edge from the 
adjacent plasma, and the region in which ion and electron density is 
consequently depleted by the flux to the wall I have called the 
"depletion layer".
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The equation of motion of ions into the edge of the debye layer is
VPF = —C
4d 4d [ +d + eE .
If j = o at the wall, the flux into the debye edge is ambipolar, and ü
- 2C +d .
Equating this to the flux across the debye layer, and ignoring the
VTlogarithmic thermal gradient +/T in comparison to the logarithmic 
VN +density gradient +/N , because N+ is typically a sharp function of T^,
we find VN — N -^fd 1N4d/X
is then determined by the remaining boundary conditions 
required to hold at the wall - i.e. £E.ds = o so VxE = o everywhere. 
This is the reason why the term H018 was included into the original
H0expression for electron density: e provides an analytical form
for the depletion of electron density near the wall with which the 
boundary conditions can be expressed and satisfied.
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The above discussion provides the justification for including terms 
into the radial current density vector which reduce it to zero along the 
debye layer.
We shall arbitrarily put
nj0 = fi -f2 + F/G.dX + f4 (0)R(X)
X~ X2" X
as in freestream and boundary layer f4 (0) is a fn. active close to 
the wall, and
R(X) = -f1(j0 + f2a) - KFjjj e Rx + R2 + R3
f4wX f4tuX2 f4l0Xg (l-g) X X2 Xg
so that nj0 automatically becomes 0 at the wall.
Consequently, njx must also have a near-wall perturbation, say 
g^(0)r(X). Applying the conservation equation, V.j = 0,
pg4 = f4P + d (pf4)
~Q~ d0~
and r = R: + R2 + R3 = rl + r2 + r3
n-1 n n4g-2 X x2 Xg
~Y~ X? ~ xg~
New we allow g^ to be 0m , and with m = 18, the arbitrary perturbations 
to njQ and njx can be shown to be approximately the result of the depleted
H018
ion density near the wall, expressed in the e term in the ion density.
This is done through VxM = Vxnj, using the modified expressions for nj0
and njY proposed above. We find A
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1
X
C + D 
X
dt + t ds + q-f R - q0 dgu/r.dX e e -rr 1 4 2^ 4^J dO (15)
«X z^C + 
~~X~
te (1 - q1)/f4.d0 d(XR) + (l-q2)g4r ..(16) 
dX
where q^ and q2 are factors which account for the distribution of the 
depletion effects between MQ and M^.
To these expressions for MQ and we now equate the original
expressions in (6) and (7), and obtain relations between the ion
density depletion, and the current density perturbations it produces:
1 TC + D l t  18HQ17 = q 1f4 R - q2 dg /r.dX
X L X J e d0 X
r(zM - Zf )C + (zM- zf)p] t = - (l-q1)/f4.de d (XR) L X X2 J dX
+ (1 - q2)g4r
We have allowed N+ a X203 along the edge of the debye layer, being 
Zfaltered fron N+ a X in the free stream and boundary layer by ion 
depletion i.e. ion density decays downstream at a rate different to 
that in the freestream and boundary layer under depletion action. We 
then see that there are no terms in X ^ on the L.H.S. of these two 
equations, so that K = 0 in the term r3. Terms in X ^ can be included
in the axial variation of N , and they automatically provide satisfaction 
of the line integral (l) around the plasma, but in ignorance of precisely 
how the physical gas conditions vary with X along the boundary, there is 
no way of finding both the constant K and the value of F . Because we
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can solve the problem without terms in X ^ given a reasonably expected
variation of N+ with X along the depletion layer, and because the
accuracy of the solution does not warrant mathematical rigour, we shall
put K = 0, and so FG = 0. Here we must recall that there was no
a priori reason for assuming F 1 = F(0)G(X) in the initial form of nj.
It suffices to say that if there exists a function Fj (0, X) in 9_(Xnj J
9X ü
and 9_ njv which satisfies the conservation equation V. j = 0, then 
90 XX
unless //F.dOdX (occurring in /njv .dX) varies as (1 - 1) and/or £n.X i i X x
along the wall we may set F l = 0 for the same reason we set FG zero.
yIf //F,d0dX does vary as (1-1) and/or as InX along the wall, then we 
1 X
cannot resolve between g, ßnX and g (1-1) and those parts ofiw 2 y
X Ä/ /F1 ^ . d0dX which have the same X-variation, in matching the debye
ypotential with / (-IYL, + nj„).dX so that VxE = 0 along the debye layer, 
1 X 0=1
and /E.ds - 0.
It is unfortunate, but unavoidable in the present problem that the
boundary of the plasma gives rise to such ambiguities.
Next we introduce approximations to enable these equations to be
satisfied. First, with t = 1  + E 0 6 + F  012, | F | < IE I for ae e e 1 e 1 1 e 1
reasonable profile in t (as shewn in fig. 2-2) and the ©-variation in 
t near the wall mainly follows 06, which is a much slower variation 
than 017 in the depletion layer. We therefore assign an average value 
tew to t in the depletion region of 017. Second, with g4 = 0m ,
f4 iS
0m + 1 + + 11
m + 2 m + 12
/(I + LO12)
-1By expanding (1 + L012) , and condensing higher order terms into
a 0 12 variation, we find the higher order terms in the expansion of f 
partially neutralise, and we m y  put
f4 “r 1 + Lm + 2 m + 12
1 + L
m + 1
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which has the correct boundary value, and 0™ + 1 = 019 has a very 
similar profile to 017 in the depletion term. With these approxim­
ations , the equations become
r i] t 18H = q1f4u) ew 1 w J" Rj + R2 j + q2 j'rjAriX - r2 1,... (17)
(1 - q:) (/f4 .d0)^ d(XR) + (1-qOg4UJ](z - zJC + (z - Zf)D a) r a) t - -ew
(18)
Equation 17 contains terms in fcn.x only on the L.H.S., but is
X
approximately satisfied if we allow (1-1) * £n.X
X Xe
where X^ = X at nozzle exit = 31.6. Otherwise extra terms must appear 
in f^R and g^r which complicate the solution more than its accuracy 
warrants.
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Thus equation 17 becomes two equations, one in constant terms, the
other in (1 - 1) = An.X . Equation (18) becomes two equations,
X X
one in i  , one in ^ 2 . Each of these equations is (17a), (17b), (18a),A A
(18b) respectively.
We are now in a position to obtain agreement between the potential
along the edge of the debye layer calculated from the nozzle wall across
the debye layer at any X, and the potential calculated fron the plasma
X X
side of the problem: viz. from potential = - ^E x ,c^ d =1 =  ~  {  ~^M X+n^X^ ’^ 0
along wall
Fran the nozzle wall across the debye layer, 
Vd = Ct T q ü  where C = (3 or 4) KTq
and T ,ed =
T
(C + D)t 
X eu)eo
Therefore, (at any X rel. to throat) = - C, Dt ( 1 - 1 )  u t ew —
by equating this to the expression for wall potential above, using 
and njx as already obtained, we find
and
C = -q r .......................................... (19)g 2 1
g = Bt + C, Dt + (1 - q ) (/f .d0 ) - q r ....... (20)
2u) eo) t eo) 1 4  u  2 2
The six equations (17a), (17b), (18a), (18b), (19), (20) have a
simultaneous solution which yields the values of C , C , q , q , H and z .1 g 1 2 w
In practice, the solution is obtained by iterating H, but the solution 
is unstable because z^ is insensitive to variation of H during iteration, 
and so a likely value of z^ was chosen from electron density computed 
fron equation (5) which only weakly depended on H. A dummy value of z^ 
became equal to this likely value for the correct iterated value of H.
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This procedure shows by a small amount, so that the decay
of electron density is weaker in the depletion layer than in the 
freestream. There is more depletion at the throat than at the exit. 
Of course such results are at best schematic.
With the six constants the nozzle electric flux field is 
specified, and all boundary conditions satisfied.
(d)-(ii) Solution when Current Flows to the Nozzle Walls
If electrons are emitted from the stagnation walls, the 
expansion gradients and nozzle boundary layer gradients can carry them 
through to the nozzle walls. In this case, the depletion effect 
restricting the radial current to zero near the wall disappears, and 
net current flows to the wall. But there still remains a depletion 
layer, without which VxE = 0 along the debye layer.
Radial flux electrons near the wall is not ambipolar in this 
case. Taking the equation of motion for ions as before, we can say 
that the electron induced field is now less than VP^/eN in magnitude 
in the depletion layer. In the extreme, when the field is reduced
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to zero by resistance to electron flux,
F+d = ”C+d VP4d/N4d'
and V N ^  - 2N+d/A^, again leaving free to be governed by boundary 
conditions along the debye edge.
Now we will write the depletion-modified radial dissipation as 
nj0 = flA - f2A 2 + Pif4R
stiere Pi + o when current is allowed to flow to the wall.
’■>jx = 9lA  + 92A 2 + P2g4r + (l-pj) /f^.de^XR fron the
= o.
1  (c + da ) dte + , ds te de + qjf R - q2dg4 /r.dX- de d X J
(aa  + V) dte - (P - q )(/f .de)\ / de 1 1 4 w
+ (p - q )g r from V*M 2 2 4 J Vxnj
If the same argument is followed as in (d)-(i), it turns out that 
because (/f4.de)w «1, p2 reirains - 1 when Pl + o, and that only those 
parts of njx and nj0 proportional to ~2 are appreciably altered, leaving 
the freestream flux field near the exit unchanged. Physically, this 
means that those electrons that were returned upstream by the depletion 
effect in the zero wall-flux case are allowed to flow to the wall in 
the present case. Because this occurs where the resistivity is highest, 
it results in a small alteration to the whole flux field. The depleted 
electron density over the wall, in addition to the fall in electron 
density due to recombination in the cooled part of the boundary layer 
effectively renders the boundary insulating to any net flux to the wall.
There is a small decrease m  the value of H in this case compared
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to the non-flux - a small decrease in N, , - but the overall effect on+d
the measured potential is far below the experimental error.
Fig. (2-4) shows electric flux geometry for a typical set of 
nozzle flow conditions. Broadly speaking, electrons flow downstream in 
regions of high electron pressure gradient, and upstream against relatively 
lew pressure gradient, circulating between these regions according to 
conservation equations. Electron flux to the wall is restricted to match 
ion wall flux by the debye electric field, and is much less than the free 
electron flux in the plasma body, unless electrons are injected into the 
plasma by seme agency. This description is generally true of electric 
transport in any plasma not symmetrically contained.
The above solution for electric flux in the nozzle encountered 
awkward complications in matching electric potential along the debye 
layer. However the complications should not obscure the general result 
that boundary conditions on electric flow fields cannot be met without 
same means of feedback from the boundary flux to the motive force producing 
it. In this particular case, the feedback was argued to be effected 
through a depletion layer, which may be compared with the "sheath edge" or 
"transition layer" invoked to effect ion drift velocity in theories of 
ion collection by negative probes. Neither should the boundary coimplic­
ations obscure the general approach to solving the electric flux equations 
(B) and (C) of Chapter I outlined earlier.
We should be aware, however, that analytical solutions to such 
compounds of partial differential equations are not often possible, and 
that when they are possible, the form of expressing the motive force 
necessary for solution almost always requires gross simplifications of 
the real situation. When we seek to include boundary feedback into
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such a system of equations, we are bound to strike complications, and 
the method above attempts to show how such feedback can be accounted 
for by approximating the mathematical functions that describe the 
boundary effects. I believe that unfortunately, any further simpli­
fication of problems like the nozzle flow problem would emit principle 
causes of the electric flux, and not only produce severe errors in 
the magnitude of electric dissipation, but pass over some vital boundary 
conditions, or unwittingly violate V.j = 0 or VxE = 0 somewhere.
(e) THE MEASURED POTENTIAL
• With the solution for j we have the electric field everywhere 
outside the debye layer from E = -M + nj* Knowing the debye poten­
tial for Maxwellian electron populations at the edge of the debye 
layer, which sets the plasma above the earthed wall at the edge of the 
debye layer, we can integrate the radial electric field vector from 
the debye edge along a radius at any X to obtain the potential rela­
tive to earth. Electric potential can be computed throughout the
•knozzle at nominal experimental conditions for any value of electron 
temperature and for a range of values of ionisation temperature.
* There is seme variation in stagnation pressure between individual 
shots, and for the duration of the nozzle flow time with each shot. 
Consequently, there is a degree of uncertainty in stagnation gas and 
electron conditions on which the potential calculations are based.
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The needle electrodes used to measure plasma potential 
(described next chapter) were less than one mean free path in diameter 
at experimental nozzle exit conditions. This is the case for free 
molecule flow of gas around the electrode, so that there is no shock 
wave off the electrode, although there will be a diffuse compression 
fron the tip. The gas boundary around the electrode is about one 
mean free path thick, and is surrounded by gas at freestream conditions. 
In our case, the debye shielding length is less than the mean free path 
(see Loch-Holtgreven (ed.), Schott, ch. 11 - review) and ions fall 
freely to the electrode surface from the freestream to be catalysed 
to neutrals. Since the electrode is electrically floating, it takes 
a potential relative to the plasma sufficient to keep electron flux 
equal to the ion flux, when no net current flows to the electrode.
Of course the plasma must sustain a current of order one microamp 
through the C.R.O. input impedence to register the floating potential, 
but this is much less than the ion or electron collection current 
received when electron flux is retarded below, or relieved to exceed 
the ion flux by a fractional perturbation of the zero-current debye 
potential. The same problem has been treated at the nozzle wall 
where almost all incident electrons are reflected from the walls by 
the debye field to maintain charge neutrality within the plasma.
Thus, the potential measured is the plasma potential less the 
debye potential at freestream temperature. Electrode potential near 
the exit is compared with experimental results in figs. (3-6) and
(3-7).
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CHAPTER III EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
The investigation of the electric potential in a hypersonic 
nozzle flow began as an attempt to isolate the cause of electrical 
interference on piezo-electric pressure gauges mounted in the flow.
It developed with the repeatable measurement of floating potential 
in the nozzle freestrearn using several types of electrodes. Dependence 
of the measured potential on size and shape of the electrode led to the 
choice of the needle electrode for systematic experiment. The needle 
electrode creates a gas flow field around itself simple for analysis: 
the free molecule flow. Such a choice was supported by reference to 
Langmuir probe experimentation and theory. In measurements made 
further upstream from the exit, where the mean free path < probe 
diameter, the nozzle plasma undergoes a weak shock at the electrode 
tip, but returns to essentially freestream conditions along the 
parallel surfaces of the probe. However the boundary layer developing 
from the tip cannot become thicker than 1 mean free path in the flow 
over the exposed electrode surface (7 m.m. long) at locations as far 
upstream as measured, so that it is still reasonable to assume free­
stream conditions 1 m.f.p. fron the probe surface for all measurements.
(a) EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The design and performance of the A.N.U. free-piston shock tubes 
are described in McIntosh, 1971, Yanow, 1971, Rayner, 1973. Tube T-2 
was used in this study with a stainless steel, conical nozzle of 
specifications:
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Total internal angle - 30°
Area ratio at exit
Throat diameter 1 "8
1,200
Throat-exit length 20 cm
Electrical potential - earth
With an initial driving pressure of 650 p.s.i., and a compression 
tube diaphragm bursting at 6,800 p.s.i., standard experimental con­
ditions were chosen as those produced from air at a pressure of 2" 
initially in the shock tube, although comparison with conditions from 
argon at 2" and Helium at 14" was made periodically. Fig. (3-1) 
shows relevant stagnation conditions, and nozzle flow properties from 
McIntosh's calculations. Fig. (3-2) shows the design and dimensions 
of the electrode sets, and their detecting circuits. They were built 
to measure nozzle potential at five radial positions from the nozzle 
centreline, and could be placed at various distances fron the throat. 
With the electrode set at near the exit, we assume the shock structure 
around the electrode mounting does not disturb the electric flux field 
seriously. This is because the shock from the mounting does not inter­
sect the nozzle walls, and so any motive force or current sheets within 
the shock produce potentials relative to the freestream plasm. Any 
current circulating in the nozzle plasma passing through the shock 
structure will encounter less resistance in the highly ionised shock, 
but will spend relatively little of its total path there, producing 
relatively little change in the current allowed to circulate in the 
nozzle. In measurements taken further up the nozzle, the shock will 
intersect the nozzle walls, and produce a potential relative to them 
which will superimpose upon the nozzle expansion-generated currents, but 
experiment indicates the effect is small.
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(b) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - DISCUSSION
With the needle electrode, measurements across the nozzle radius 
were made of electric potential, ion collection current, and transient 
electrical response of the nozzle plasma to a square wave. Fig. (3-3) 
shews an example of each of these measurements, for the duration of one 
millisecond test time, for which the nozzle provides a steady hypersonic 
flow of test gas. The duration of section AB correlated well between 
potential and collection current measurements, and fron nozzle starting 
time estimates, could be identified as effects of the strong shocks 
produced by the nozzle starting process (Edward Smith, 1965). This 
is consistent with the absence of ion collection starting pulses in 
Helium shots.
Section BC corresponds to steady flow and probably reflects the 
decaying stagnation conditions. Section CD showed different trends 
on different shots, and probably is the result of continued decay of 
stagnation conditions, and the onset of contamination of the test gas 
with Helium driver gas. The point C varied from 400 y sec. to 800 
y sec. in position. Comparison to theory was made between 200 y sec. 
and 500 y sec., sufficiently clear of starting transients, and before 
the onset of serious decay and contamination. Theory can be quali­
tatively projected into the decayed flew, and quantitation results 
computed if desired.
(i) Transient Response
The transient response of the electrode current to a square wave 
generator was consistently measured, but never even qualitatively 
explained. Such a response strongly suggests capacitive coupling of plasma 
charge layers with the electrode surface, but theoretical analysis of 
debye charge layers in a flowing gas could not sustain any such effect.
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Correlation between transient current decay rate, and electrode surface 
area can be observed, but in the absence of any consistent model for 
the effect, the observation is not significant.
(ii) Ion Collection Current
Ions are collected by an electrode in contact with a plasm if 
the potential on it relative to the plasm potential is more negative 
than the debye potential (i.e. excess electrons are repelled allcwing 
a net current to the electrode) . If the debye length < 1 mean free 
path at the electrode surface, as is the case here, the ions fall freely 
from the plasm to the electrode suffering no collisions on the way - the 
"free fall" sheath. Ion collection theory explains the need for ions 
to acquire a drift velocity in the field produced by the penetration 
of the probe voltage into the debye edge ("edge field"), so to feed the 
flux to the surface. Free fall analyses shew this flux to be seme 
factor less than 1 times N_^ v ^  in stationary plasms, but in this case 
where the debye length is also << probe radius, all ions inpinging on 
the sheath are collected, and the population of ions at 1 m.f.p. from 
the sheath is not seriously disturbed when the flux of ions through the 
cylinder of 1 m.f.p. radius around the electrode >> flux to the probe 
surface because flew velocity > thermal velocity where measurements were 
mde. Consequently, the current collected by the electrode (~3 x 10 
a./needle electrode at the exit) was approximately the diffusion-limited
or saturation ion current produced by the randan flux of ions, IN+f v+^
4
fron the freestream across the free-fall sheath at an exit ionisation 
temperature of 3600°K. As explained later, this temperature was taken
as the electron temperature at the nozzle exit. By contrast to the 
diffusion limited analysis, appendix (3-2) predicts a current of 8 m. amp
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were the ion current proportional to the collecting voltage exerted 
radially across a sphere of gas around the needle electrode. Since 
this far exceeds the random current, the ion flux to the electrode 
must be limited by the maximum rate at which the plasma can supply 
ions to the electrode surface - the random, or saturation ion current.
Two other facts demonstrate the collection of the diffusion- 
limited current.
*The collecting voltage was dissipated in less than 3 m.m. from 
the electrode. Floating electrodes 3 m.m. from the collecting elec­
trode registered only the floating potential. This is consistent with 
the transformation of the collecting voltage into a space-charge field 
across one mean free path perpendicular to the electrode surface.
*Electrodes earthed through variable resistors collected, due to 
the intrinsic plasma potential, about one half of the current measured 
with the collecting circuit. This is to be expected under virtual 
ambipolar diffusion to the electrode surface (as in chapter II(b)).
The collection current increased as the electrodes were moved 
up the nozzle as theoretically predicted. See fig (3-4).
It was puzzling that measurements in helium showed an ion collec­
tion current equal to that measured in air during the test time, 
although, as noted, it did not shaw the starting pulse. Helium should 
not be ionised under experimental conditions. Spectroscopic analysis 
by Logan has shown the presence of impurities in nozzle flaws, prin­
cipally of iron, chromium and manganese, and from absolute line inten­
sities, the inpurity concentration has been estimated at one part in 
one thousand at the nozzle exit. These measurements were not time- 
resolved, and probably indicate an upper limit to the impurity concen­
tration at any time during the test flow. If the helium collection 
current were due to impurities, then the collection current in air, to 
which it is roughly equal, would be probably likewise mainly due to
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impurities - except that the measured ion collection rate in air agrees 
with computed electron densities. The only alternative is that 
helium more efficiently excites contaminants into the stagnation gas. 
There is some consistency in the measurement of Helium current even 
slightly higher than that for air at the same stagnation energy per 
particle.
If contaminants swamp the intrinsic electron population in air, 
then we expect much higher density gradients axially, and radially, 
and correspondingly higher potentials. This is shown to be true in 
measurements with about one gram of steel wool lying along the shock 
tube. The potentials rise erratically to +6 volts varying sharply 
across the flow. Ion collection currents are similarly affected.
These results were comparable to measurements taken after weekends, 
presumably when oxides had accumulated on the shock tube walls. It 
is concluded that the contaminant concentration in the test flows of 
air may be of the same order of magnitude as the intrinsic electron 
concentration, but do not much exceed it.
If the contaminant concentration were comparable to the intrinsic 
electron density, the analysis of the electric characteristics in the 
flow given in the preceding chapter is broadly valid because *the 
contaminants will recombine as the gas carrying them expands and cools. 
*The decrease in resistivity due to the presence of electron-rich 
contaminant does not alter the value of nj in the current density 
analysis at all. Because jcG^ - , the term nj does not depend on the 
absolute value of nt at all, but only on the spatial variation of n 
within the nozzle plasma.
Fig. (3-5) shows the theoretical and experimental variation of
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collection current across the nozzle exit for an ionisation freestream
temperature there of 3600°K. Because of the evidence for the equality
between electron and ionisation temperature in (iii), the electron
freestream temperature was also supposed to be 3600°K at the exit,
providing a value for which theoretical electrode potentials could be
calculated for comparison with measured electrode potentials.
In calculating the ion collection current fron the expression
i eN+v+, we assume that the ions are in thermal equilibrium with the
other heavy gas particles, and the thermal velocity v is then
2 where Tg is the gas translational temperature. Tg rises
through the boundary layer, but N+ decreases monotonically through the
boundary layer when ionisation temperature is electron temperature, and
as fig (3-5) shows, the net effect is that the product N,v falls monoton-T  “r
ically through the boundary layer, but with a sharper profile than does
V
(iii) Electric Potential
The experimental records of electric potential show several tran­
sient features which must be taken into account when comparing experi­
mental and theoretical results.
*After the nozzle starting transients, the potentials showed a 
steady rise of about 0.05 volts in 500 ysec. frcm their initial post­
starting transient values. This trend probably reflects the decaying 
stagnation enthalpy shown by the fall of stagnation pressure after 300 
ysec in fig (3-3).
* After 500 ysec the steady changes continue, but opposite trends 
at different radial positions appear. This is most readily interpreted 
as an effect of radial non-uniformity in the charged particle constit­
ution of the test gas due to the injection of contaminated driver gas 
into the test gas. There are several models for the contamination
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of the stagnation slug of test gas by driver gas (e.g. Davies 
and Wilson, Markestein and Squire) and they imply the arrival of 
contaminant non-uniformity across the throat. Consequently, non­
uniformities will appear in the test flow after contamination of the 
test slug. The point C in fig. (3-3) is meant to indicate the stage 
at which the flow becomes radially non-uniform for electrical measure­
ments.
*In (ii) was mentioned the effect on electrical measurements of 
deliberate contamination, and the similarity of these records to those 
taken after weekends. Occasional shots in a series showed relatively 
large rises in potential non-uniformly across the radius of the nozzle 
after only a small part of the test time had elapsed (point OB) and 
others showed no typical record at all, with positive, radially non- 
uniform potentials for the duration of the test flow. Such records 
can only be supposed the results of the test slug being contaminated 
from the shock relection time onwards (the points C and B coalesce).
*Different starting and test time transients were observed with 
different types of electrodes mounted close to each other in the 
freestream.
For these reasons, comparison of theory and experimental was 
made at the steadiest phase of the measured signals, before 500 ysecs., 
and with the simplest electrode: the needle electrode. The needle
electrodes also produced the shortest transient response.
The theory of chapter II shows the measured potential to be the 
result of four principal effects: the debye potential at the nozzle
wall, the motive force integral from the debye edge to the electrode
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position (including the depletion layer contribution), the resistive 
dissipation along the same integral path, and the debye potential on 
the electrode itself.
Near the exit, the debye potential on the nozzle wall sets the 
plasma adjacent to the wall at a potential slightly less than % volt 
above the wall, and the motive force in the boundary layer contributes 
another % volt to the freestream space potential. This is simulataneous1^  
reduced by a small but not insignificant ^/10 volt in resistive dissi­
pation. The debye potential on the electrode itself sets the electrode 
about 1 volt below the freestream potential, so that the electrode 
registers a small negative voltage relative to earth potential. With 
the exception of resistive dissipation, an error in the theory of any 
one of these would lead to a discrepancy of the order of volts (unless 
two large errors cancel) whereas figs. (3-6) and (3-7) shew agreement 
with experiment is obtained to within seme tenths of a volt, which is 
the magnitude of variation between different shots.
The variation of measured potential during the test time prior 
to contamination is probably caused by the decay in stagnation conditions 
initiating the flow. The weakening of electron temperature and density 
gradients axially and radially with the decay in the nozzle plasm 
strength is unlikely to result in mutually compensating decreases in 
the four above components of measured potential.
The radial variation of measured potential agreed best with 
theoretical results computed for ionisation temperature close to electron 
temperature. The observed absence of a rise in potential through the 
heated boundary layer suggests ionisation does not increase through the 
boundary layer as does gas translational temperature, but falls off 
monotonically towards the wall as does gas vibrational and electron
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temperature. This conclusion is supported by ion collection current 
measurements which show a similar variation.
Although there is agreement to seme tenths of a volt between 
theory and experiment across the nozzle exit, it must be stated that 
there are many uncertainties in the precise condition of the nozzle 
plasma boundary, and that in particular, electron temperature at the 
plasma edge of the debye layer has been estimated without any analysis 
of the proximity of electrons to thermal equilibrium. Theoretical 
results shown have been computed for T^/T ^ = 0.3, (T^ = 100CPK at 
exit) and results with T^/T ^ = 0.2 (T^, = 720°K at exit) have a 
similar profile, but 0.25 volts lower at the exit. Had electron 
temperature been included into the electron flux solution as a 
dependent variable, the solution would have became unmanageable at 
an analytical level. In addition, theory of the debye potential is 
at best approximate, and yet is a principal part of the electrode 
potential. Hence two interpretations of the electric field at the 
plasma edge of the debye layer (appendix (1-5)) are built into the 
theory, and computed to allow a range of theoretical uncertainty. 
Finally, the method used to establish the exit freestream electron 
temperature is the same in principle as that used by Dunn and Lordi 
in nitrogen and carbon dioxide with Langmuir probes, but with the 
empirical working expression for ion density in air, we cannot attach 
more than approximate significance to this measurement of temperature.
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CONCLUSIONS
The comparison of theoretically predicted and experimentally 
measured electrical quantities in the hypersonic nozzle enables us 
to claim a working understanding of the principal factors which deter­
mine the electric potential in the nozzle during steady flow, although 
some transient effects remain unexplained.
Hopefully we can use this understanding to estimate effects on 
model instrumentation, and to devise methods of overcoming, or account­
ing for interference on the electrical output of measuring devices such 
as piezo-electric crystals, heat transfer gauges, and Langmuir probes.
For example, a pilot suggestion arising from this study is the applic­
ation of a potential of suitable magnitude (depending on the conditions 
of the plasma) between the earthed casing of the measuring device, and 
an electrode just upstream of the casing, designed so that the shock 
from the electrode does not disturb the gas flow at the detector head. 
Then we intend the electric potential in the gas flow around the detector 
head to be stabilised to the imposed d.c. value, rather than to take the 
value of the floating potential of the adjacent plasma, which exhibits 
transient behaviour and instability.
Transient behaviour of plasma under oscillating signals is not yet 
understood, but is an effect amenable to experiment, and with further 
theoretical investigation using established plasma theory, may lead to 
a greater understanding of the electrodynamic nature of plasmas.
While prediction of the magnitude of freestream voltage involves 
uncertainties in plasma wall conditions, comparison of the theoretical 
and measured radial profile of both potential and collection current
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can yield information about processes of ionisation and deionisation 
in the test gas. In this study, the comparison confirms that 
deionisation in air occurs through a chain of reactions in which the 
principal members proceed with rate coefficients set by gas vibrational 
or electron temperature, rather than by gas translational temperature.
Finally, we may expect that the same theory as has been applied 
to the hypersonic nozzle plasma in this study applies to any plasma 
in which current geometry, and/or spatial distribution of electric 
potential is in question, given knowledge of plasma conditions throughout.
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APPENDIX (1-1)
EQUATION OF AVERAGE CHARGE MOTION
Let a component of a gas be species i, with a translational tem­
perature T^, and a Number density Ni. Then the partial pressure 
exerted by species i,
pi = kN.T. l l
and VP^ = kN.VT. + kT.VN. l l  1 1
Consider a cube of gas with two faces normal to the pressure
gradient.
C ube con jo ins  
N;x(aX)° panicles of 
species i
AX W ‘
Net force on all species i in the cube
Average net force on each particle i
= AP. 1 (AX)
= AP. 1
AX
(AX) :
AP.l = VP
X  N i N.
In the steady state when the average driving force VP^ is balanced against
"Ni
the force resisting the flux it produces, we may put the flux of particles 
i through the gas is proportional to VP^
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This corresponds to equating the momentum gained by particles i
between collisions to the momentum transmitted to the gas during
collisions, as in the momentum transfer equations.
VPF. = -C. i where C. is the constant of proportionality.
1 1 N. 1
1 T.
= -C.kVT. - C.k -i- VN.1 1  l N. ll
Now Fick's Law gives the flux of species i through a medium 
in response to a density gradient:
F^ = -Th VN^, where is the diffusivity of the medium to the 
species i.
NiDiBy comparison, CL = — and may be expressed in terms of 
average velocities and mean free paths, or through statistical analysis, 
using velocity distributions, and intermolecular force models.
Thus, with CL , we have an expression for the thermal diffusivity 
of the gas to species i. This expression is as valid as is the 
equation of average charge motion. No such result is evident from 
the statistical treatment of diffusion, and there is no simple expres­
sion for the thermal diffusion coefficient in the standard literature 
(refs. 5,16,30). Many authors argue thermal diffusion rate is small 
compared to normal diffusion rate, and ignore it (see Gross et. al.
p. 84).
This expression for thermal diffusivity, = N^D^/IL , is dir­
ectly comparable with the first approximation to normal diffusivity, 
because both expressions are derived from the same physical model.
Bird et. al. (p. 508 ff) consider the random flux, from
two facing planes in a gas normal to a density gradient. Let us 
include a thermal gradient as well, so that both number density and 
average thermal velocity change between x-a and x+a..
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Net flux through the plane at x from the two planes at x-a and x+a,
F. = t (N-v .) - i(N.v.)ix 4 i l x-a 4' i l'x+a
-D. i VT. - D.VN. 
1 2T. 1 1 1l
giving A where 8kT.
irm.
%
, A l/SN N -Q.j=l 3 3
and D . = D . N . /2T.it i l l
The factor of 2 difference between this and the previous expression 
arises from the proportionality of flux to T i n  the random flux expres­
sion, but to T^ in the equation of average motion. It is a consequence 
of dealing in average thermal velocities, characterised by a temperature, 
instead of in integrals of distributions. For the same reason, regarding 
the plane at x as a thin wall, and multiplying the flux from the planes 
by a momentum change 2 rrqvi, we find VP^ = 1.27 times the previous expres­
sion.
The above suggests approximate consistency between diffusion 
theory and the equation of average particle motion together with the moron- 
turn transfer equation, which is usually only applied to charge transport.
Now let the particles i be a charged species, carrying a charge e.
Then the net average force on each particle i in the cube of gas
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referred to earlier is VP^/N^ + eE, in the presence of an electric 
field E. Again, with flux proportional to net force,
Fi =-C.(rVPi/Ni + eE) ,
and we make the transformation C. = V 2 from D.i e n . il
where n.
n.ezN. l l
is the electrical resistivity of the gas to species i.
Thus, tv]^ = VP^ E, where = eF^ is the electric current 
eN.l
density due to flux of species i. We see that VP^/eNN is the gradient 
force per unit charge of species i (newtons/coulomb) and that is the 
force per unit charge opposing the vector sum of the electric and pres­
sure gradient forces.
The species i may be electrons (—e) and ions (+e or +2e etc.) and
we may combine the equations of motion for electrons and ions, with
n <<n in general, and e +
nj = VP^/eN^ + E, the Generalised Ohm's Law.
In the absence of applied fields, E is the charge separation, or 
inequality charge field, and VP^/eN^ is the only agency promoting charge 
transport. It is a pure electromotive force, and I have called it the 
"motive force", M, because it motivates charged or neutral particles i 
having a partial pressure gradient VP^.
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APPENDIX (1-2) 
AMBIPOLAR IONIC FLUX
Sonin (p. 20) shows the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for ions,
D , to be twice the ionic diffusion coefficient when electron and ion a
temperatures are the same. He uses normal diffusion equations for ions
and electrons. Cambel does similarly.
If we use the equation of charge motion when electron flux = ion
flux, and no net current flows,
E = -VP /eN , e e
and substitute this into the equation for ionic motion,
viz n+j+ = i < ►a + + E,
eN+
we get n+j+ = - VP+ - VPe
eN+ eNe
or F+ - e g "vp+ + VPe with n+ = l/e2c+
eN+ ^ e j
= - 2D+ "N VT + VN+‘ for N = N , , T = T. e + e +
T+
which is Sonin's result, with the additional contribution from thermal 
gradient included.
More directly,
F+ for ambipolar flux
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APPENDIX (1-3)
CHARGE MOTION IN AN ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
Let us interpret a simple electric circuit as a system maintained 
in equilibrium by balanced motive, electric, and resistive forces.
Let B be the e.m.f. in the circuit, produced by any agency at the rate 
of M volts/metre. B may be contained in a medium of resistivity 
R is a resistor, having a resistivity n. nj = M + E is the equation 
of motion, (or the Generalised Ohm's Law) for electrons in the circuit.
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(i) If the terminals C and D are open-circuited, no current 
flows, j = o and the motive force active in the e.m.f. is equally 
opposed by the electric force: E =-M newtons/coulomb
Then V c j >  ~  / M.ds
(ii) If C and D are connected across R, and <<nR , electrons 
encounter much less resistive force in B than in R, and j in B is 
restricted to equal j in R by the retardation of E.
M = o across R, 1^ = nj/ = /Rnj.ds
r- -/gM.ds + /Rnj.ds = o 
and so = -/ßM.ds I
or /M.ds +/nj.ds = o 
i.e. {SE.ds = o
(iii) If C and D are short-circuited, all the motive force is 
applied to driving charge through the resistive medium of B itself. 
No field is required to retard j in B to an outside condition, so 
.ds = / ri. j.ds or /M.ds + /n-j.ds = o, and again £E.ds = o.
XJ 1  1
Thus the equation of charge motion is consistent with electric 
circuit theory irrespective of the source of M. So^E.ds = o in any 
system described by the equation of charge motion.
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APPENDIX (1-4)
CHARGE MOTION IN THREE DIMENSIONS
(a) We have that, in the plasma, motion of charge is given by
E = -M + nj
and we have shown <£E.ds = o.
Also, £E.ds = / V x E. da = o by Stokes' Theorem, s J
£M.ds = ^nj-ds and V x M =Vxnj also by Stokes' Theorem.
(b) The Continuity equations for electrons and ions in the plasma
are:
V ’Fe
3N__e ,
at
V.F+
But j = e (F - F )
V.j = e (V.F - V.F )
= e (9N+ - 9Ne ) and with N = N , imposed by the space-
at at e
charge field,
V.j = o
Then /V.j.dv = const. = /j.da by Gauss' Theorem.
Thus, from (a), and (b) the general equations for charge flux in a 
conducting, charge-motivating body are:
Vxnj = VxM v.j = o
and the boundary conditions fixing constant values in the solution
to these general equations are:
tfnj.ds = sSM.ds, / j.da = const.s
where the line integrals are most usefully taken around the boundaries
and over the enclosing surface.
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APPENDIX (1-5)
THE DEBYE POTENTIAL
A metal wall conducts away any incident electrons reaching it fron 
the plasma it contains, possibly as they are trapped by the work function 
of the metal. They will be distributed around the outer surface of the 
metal, or conducted to earth if the pathway is provided. An insulating 
wall may acquire a sheet surface charge of those electrons not combining 
with ions, electrons on which terminate the lines of force from the pos­
itive charges they leave behind. In both cases, an equilibrium is 
quickly established so that all electrons but those recombining with ions 
are reflected back into the plasma. Then outflux of ions from the plasma 
equals outflux of electrons fron the plasma, and no net current flows 
to the walls.
If the electron population at the debye edge were monoenergetic, 
virtually all the electrons directed to the wall would be decelerated by 
the debye field, and accelerated back again into the plasma.
If = debye potential, the kinetic thermal energy of electrons 
3at the debye edge, j k T ^  is translated into field energy eV^ near the
,-i T7 3 kT ,wall: V = ~ ed .d £ -----e
Compare this value with that frcm applying the equation of charge 
motion normal to the debye layer. We ignore nj because a debye length
is usually less than 1 m.f.p.
VP v TE = - e = - k/e ( VT + e VN )--- e —  eeN Ne e
We may approximate VN^ to N^/A^ across 1 m.f.p., where X is the mean 
free path of electrons at wall conditions.
Thus, V , = - fE .d y = 2kT ,/e. 
a d.l. ^
If the electrons have a Maxwellian distribution, only those having
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velocity components > 2eV. h perpendicular to the surface can
penetrate the potential barrier, and reach the wall.
'a
* > *
i.e. v cosO > 2eV., 2 where 0 is the angle at which electrons
approaching the e surface will be reflected back into the plasma 
by the debye potential.
So the flux of electrons to the wall is the integral of the
velocity distribution function g(v) = v2 f(v) times the velocity in the
> *
velocity range 2eV^ 2 - oö and in the incident angle range o - 0 .
~M .o *
ew .% <p
a cosO
vg(v)dv / 2 tt sin0 cos0 d0 
o
where <J> = 2eV.
% /vg(v) (1- <j> )dv
¥ v ‘
% exp -eV.
2 ttit\e J ed
Ions at the debye edge will flow to the wall at the rate they are fed 
into the debye edge by the electric field there ("sheath edge" in the 
literature, "depletion layer" in this study). Because the debye length 
and the mean free path at the wall are average quantities for the dis­
tribution of electron velocities at the wall, it is not possible to say 
what is the effective value of the debye field at the debye edge, since 
the debye edge is in reality a diffuse region. But we may take two 
estimates for the edge field to indicate the order of theoretical 
uncertainty.
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(i) We have shown that the average transport of ions in an 
ambipolar flux is half due to the ambipolar field - -VP^/eN^. 
Near a catalytic wall, the field becomes a result of the 
higher energy tail of the velocity distribution, rather than 
that of the average, and the field is correspondingly higher. 
Whether the field is higher in the debye edge or at the wall 
depends on the difference between ion and electron density
*
profiles across the debye layer, profiles which we do not know .
But we can say that the ambipolar field represents a lower limit
to the debye field at the debye edge.
Then approximating VT = T ,/A , VN n = N across one"  ^ ed ed w' ed ed w
mean free path to the wall, we have the value of the ambipolar field 
which feeds ion flux from the debye edge (VT and VN^ may be lower 
than the above estimates in the debye edge, but of the same order of 
magnitude). From the equation of motion of ions,
+C, VP , + ed
N , ed
with C. = N D , and D L = 1 v, A + + + + +w w
kT+
F*l = + I N4d V«' aSSUmi"? T4d 
= -6 7 N-Kä%ä
’ed'
* Sturtevant gives a theoretical treatment of the ion and electron 
density profiles across a debye layer using Poisson's equation with the 
continuity and diffusion equations. This method assumed = N 
in the steady state, which is incompatible with our problem.
o
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Equating the electron and ion wall flux,
= 4.2 kT Je d ed
(ii) The analysis in (i) also gives a low estimate to the ion flux 
to the wall. But we can see that if this ion flux were doubled, or 
trebled, the ultimate value of the debye potential, depending principally 
on the exponential variation in the expression for electron flux, is not 
greatly affected. Thus, with higher values of debye edge field, the 
debye potential will not vary strongly, and the field must be weaker at 
the wall if it is to integrate to about the same potential. If we
assume a constant field, V^/A across the debye layer, we have an 
estimate of a higher edge field assisting the ion wall flux, and with 
it, a measure of the variability in the debye potential due to the 
uncertainty in the distribution of strength of the debye field across 
the debye layer.
We use the value of V, in (i) to estimate the edge field as
E , = V,edge _d
A
0)
4.2 kT
and now F tJ = 1.4C, kT , 4d + ed
For a higher estimate, we shall also allow the electrons to be 
twice the temperature of the ions, so
F _  = 3N-, v , +d 4d +d
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Equating this ion flux to the electron flux, we get,
V = 3.5 kT , d ed
e
(This procedure can be performed iteratively, but the accuracy 
of the method does not justify iteration).
kTWe may compare these approximations to = 3.6 ed obtained by
e
★
Bohm, Burhop and Massey for a spherical probe floating potential.
Such an estimate of theoretical uncertainty is important in the 
case of measured plasma potential, because the theoretical potential 
is strongly dependent on the debye field.
* See ref. 27.
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APPENDIX (2-1)
GAS TEMPERATURE IN THE NOZZLE BOUNDARY LAYER
A similar solution of a hypersonic boundary layer with Lewis and 
Prandtl numbers unity (Hayes and Probstein, p. 327) shows that the 
mass enthalpy at any point in the boundary layer at which the flow 
velocity is u is
h = 3 + yu, ..............  (1)
where 3 and y are parameters established at the freestream and wall gas 
conditions.
For monatomic gas, specific heat 
Cp = ^ R / M ^  T joules/gm
Ma  = molecular weight of the gas atoms.
For diatomic gases, specific heat
°p = I  ( * * M ) T
Specific heat of dissociated air is therefore
Cp(air) = [al I + “2 !  ^ 0  + “3 !  ^ 2]T •
a-^ , (*2 , 013 are the molar fractions of N, 0, ^  respectively.
Assuming all species at the same temperature, and since 
= Mq  - , for simplicity
cp (air) = IdVMjj) T 
Then mass enthalpy,
h (air) = 1  < ^ > T  + | u 2 .........  <2)
Substitute (2) into (1) and fron wall and freestream conditions,
6 = Y = (f (B/\ )Tf+§ v  - ß)/uf
T - 6Tf - Tw (l-6) = ^N uf2(5-<52)
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where 6 = u/u^ defines the velocity profile across the boundary layer.
Kncwing and from the freestream nozzle computations, and 
supposing T , we choose a likely form for 6 , and obtain T across the 
nozzle boundary layer for all X.
In this study a good velocity profile is given by 6=l-06, and 
substitution of this into the foregoing equation shows:
T = 1 + EgG)6 + Fg012 at a particular X, Eg and Fg being functions 
of X, approximated to constants in the text.
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APPENDIX (3-1) 
OHMIC ELECTRODE CURRENT
Let us assume a spherical distribution of potential around a 
small needle electrode set at a potential V with respect to the 
surrounding plasma. We assume a spherical, rather than cylindrical 
distribution because the electrode is only a few times longer than 
the mean free path (and the debye length) in the gas at experimental 
conditions.
Spherical Potent iq I
Distribution a r o u n d  
e le c t r o d e  t i p
ions
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2E 3EIn spherical coordinates, V.E = __r + __r for a symmetrical field,
r 8r
and V.E = o outside the debye layer by Poisson's Law.
therefore, e = const./r2 r
and V = -^E .dr where a is the effective radius of the 
sphere around the needle electrode.
So const. = -Va.
Then current density due to ion current at electrode surface
= j = a ,E
where E is the electric field at the electrode surface, a
E = - V/ a a
and g+ at nozzle exit for experimental conditions = .2 mho/m.
needle electrode exposed to collect current
= 27Tb£ where b = average radius of needle: b - w  10
Ü =  length of needle exposed: - 2a 
Then current collected by surface of needle
Area of
= j 2frb£
~ 8 m.amps at exit.
8 m.amps >> ion saturation current.
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